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QUESTION 1

How do you designate the "enforcement point gateway" for the peers involved in "VPN Directional Enforcement"? 

A. From the WebUI\\'s of the peers add a static route to the "designated enforcement point". 

B. In the file $FWDIR/conf/user.def on each peer with a route entry to the enforcement point gateway. 

C. Designate this gateway in the VPN community properties. 

D. Editing file $FWDIR/conf/vpn_route.conf on each peer with a route entry to the enforcement point gateway. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are having issues with dynamic routing after a failover. The traffic is now coming from the backup and is being
dropped as out of state. What is the BEST configuration to avoid stateful inspection dropping your dynamic routing
traffic? 

A. Implement Wire mode. 

B. In Global Properties select Accept other IP protocols stateful replies for unknown services. 

C. Enable Visitor mode. 

D. Create additional explicit rules. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

How does the "Directional Enforcement" rule manage subsequent packet inspection? 

A. "Directional Enforcement" is only applied to the first packet of the connection, including packets in the opposite
direction. 

B. "Directional Enforcement" is applied to all packets in the connection. 

C. "Directional Enforcement" applies only to the first packet of the connection, but does not include the packets in the
opposite direction. 

D. "Directional Enforcement" is considered trusted traffic and therefore is not inspected. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

How do you add the route entry for the "Enforcement Point Gateway" on the Management Server? 
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A. Designate this gateway in the VPN community properties. 

B. Update file $FWDIR/conf/user.def on each peer with a route entry to the enforcement point gateway. 

C. Edit file $FWDIR/conf/vpn_route.conf with a new route entry. 

D. Edit peers\\' WebUI to add a static route to the "designated enforcement point". 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following items is NOT part of the columns of the chain modules? 

A. Inbound/Outbound chain 

B. Function Pointer 

C. Chain position 

D. Module location 

Correct Answer: A 
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